VOLUNTEERING with BDFL: Important tips to get the shifts you want!
• As a consignor it is possible to earn 80% commission on your sold items. All consignors
can volunteer for up to 4 shifts, and each completed shift will earn you an extra 5% on
your base commission of 60%.
• Getting the shift you want: The volunteer schedule will open on Monday, March 11th at
9pm and be expanded on the next two Monday nights at 9pm (3/18 and 3/25). On
these Monday evenings at 9PM additional slots will be added to most shifts. If you
find the shift you desire is full one week, be certain to check the schedule the
following Monday evening after 9 pm for new openings on MOST shifts.
• BEFORE you can choose a shift you will need to read and agree to the Online Volunteer/
Worker Agreement. This is similar to the Seller Agreement you agree to when
registering and can be found on the Consignor Homepage. The first time you try to
choose a shift you will be prompted to agree. You can read the agreement ahead of
time by clicking on Worker Agreement Status on the Consignor Homepage.
• IMPORTANT! BDFL asks that you make all changes in your chosen volunteer shifts using
the BDFL system through the CONSINGOR HOMEPAGE BEFORE the volunteer sign up
system is closed at 11:59 on 3/27/2018 (WEDNESDAY). Anyone needing to be removed
from a shift after that time will incur an administrative fee for each shift change that will
be deducted from your final earnings check. See the volunteer agreement on your
consignor homepage for full details.
• PLEASE READ! BDFL loves that so many husbands and fathers are getting involved by
volunteering. It has been our experience that most husbands and fathers are best
suited (and prefer to be) working in the driveway helping unload during drop off. Please
note that all shifts during drop off are adequately described on the schedule so you
know what you will be doing. Please understand that going forward if your name is
under an inspection/ item put out shift, that is what you or your husband/ father will
be doing. Please only send your husband or father for that shift if he is willing and
ABLE to inspect and put items out.
• It is very important that if your husband is coming in for an inspection shift, he is very
attentive to detail and capable of checking large quantities of children’s clothing for
stains and other flaws. If he is putting items out on the sales floor, it is important that
he understand what different items are and is attentive enough to put them in the

proper location. We know there are many husbands and fathers who would be great at
inspecting and putting out items but also understand that others may not be up to the
task. Email kris@bestdressedsale.com if your husband or father would like a shift, but
you don't see one on the schedule that suits him. It is possible that there are shifts that
are not on the public schedule that would be great for him!
• If you choose to volunteer for drop off (Monday 4/1 and Tuesday 4/2), we ask that you
DO NOT choose a drop off appointment 15 minutes prior to the start of your shift or at
any time during your shift. If you are looking for a drop off appointment near your shift
and don’t find one open, email kris@bestdressedsale.com for help in scheduling.

